
 
 

MINUTES OF COUNCIL MEETING THURSDAY FEB 18, 2021 
AT RYDGES CONFERENCE CENTRE, WELLINGTON AIRPORT 

 
Present 
Sam Woodford, Mark de Goldi, Tim Babbage, Tony Lyons, Steve Pilcher, Malcolm Clemence, 
Mel Griffiths, Iain Haycock, Steve Faulkner, Zane Brown, Debbie Lovett 
Apologies 
Russell Baylis, Dale Preston, Marcus Durrant 
 
Minutes of previous meeting 
Passed as a true and accurate record Zane Brown/Iain Haycock 
 
Training  
The mud school held in October had fairly low numbers but was a very good session. Tim 
appreciates that it is hard for companies having down time for their staff so Blick can 
arrange to do in house if needed.  
There was a discussion about the donations from previous years and how much is used for 
these courses. We need to work out amounts and % and ensure they are minuted for future 
reference and also so that members can see that their donations are being properly 
allocated. 
There was a further discussion about training courses being part of the qualifications. As 
long as the required standards are being covered this can be included on the certificate of 
completion which Sam can sign off. Future training courses can be directed by checking the 
standards before commencement and can then be promoted as NZQA approved.  
Younger drillers are more app focused than books and can use the MiSwaco app for info. 
The ADIA have also brought out a new app.  
Future training for this year: 
Another Mud School possibly late October – Tim to organise 
Geology – Steve P to contact Jeff Ashby to follow this up and Sam to send unit standards to 
Jeff 
General Drilling info – Iain explained that his are more of a presentation than a training tool 
for drillers 
Action: Debbie to collate training figures, Steve P and Sam to contact Jeff, Tim to arrange 
 
Conference 
Zane outlined details of the hotel Formosa Rydges resort. It is being revamped and only has 
50 rooms but they have arranged for further accommodation a bit further away and will 
have buses ferrying delegates. $20k deposit paid which can be used for future if there are 
future Covid outbreaks and we are unable to proceed as scheduled. 
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Sponsors are going well: Hydraulink are gold sponsor, Blick are silver and RDCL are bronze. 
Lots of sponsorship still available – Zane to forward to Debbie to send out to suppliers 
20 trade booths are available and only 9 booked so far – council to promote this and to be 
mentioned in newsletter.  
Zane passed round the draft registration papers and explained some of the finer details 
planned.  
ADIA have also sponsored our conference although unlikely anyone will be able to attend 
with the quarantine situation and also their conference not long after ours. It was agreed 
that we will also sponsor them NZ$2000 
Council voting will also take place this year and so voting papers will need to be prepared so 
that they can be sent out. It was suggested that a template be formed for councillors who 
are standing to get their info ready as they varied greatly last time. 
Steve Faulkner announced that after nearly 30 years on the council in various positions he 
was ready to step down this year. Sam thanked him for his many years of service. 
 
Promotional 
Sam informed council that both the ADIA and MITO were both using images of Pip Buunk 
promoting drilling when she has now left the industry. It was decided that good to have 
some female promotional material. 
Malcolm suggested that maybe the Facebook settings could be changed so that everyone 
can post pictures on there and share info – he will investigate  
 
Standards 
Drinking water standards – do they need revision? It seems that Standards NZ have parked 
this for now. We are on the list of interested parties for when there is any action but 
nothing is happening currently. Therefore the current standards are still valid. 
 
MITO 
Iain explained the latest changes behind the scenes but from a practical side the training will 
not change. WDC establishment boards are up and running. By Dec 2022 all ITO’s will be 
gone. 
Zane stated that he has a lot of people enrolled in the training but they were not getting 
enough help from MITO. Sam asked Zane to send details to him and he will sort this out they 
can contact him direct. Some of the questions are badly worded which can throw people off 
track but he can explain the intent to students easily by email/text. 
Discussion followed about how to further promote drilling as an industry to schools etc. Iain 
explained that MITO attend many expo’s throughout the year and we are included. It was 
suggested that we spend some money and develop a professional video to be included as a 
promotional tool for these expo’s etc. We also need to stop thinking of drilling as a small 
industry but rather a highly skilled industry.  
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Discussion then followed about HR in general which was mentioned as one of the major 
problem areas our members are experiencing including being unable to find people to pass 
a basic drug test.  
Need to canvas members about how many people they need to ensure there are jobs 
available if we successfully promote the industry.  
We need to approach providers to give us what we need: basic first aid, H&S, driving with 
forklift, class 2 etc. Do we need to work with another federation such as Contractors 
Federation? Iain explained that maybe they could develop a micro-credential which he will 
investigate. 
Tony reported that he has managed to get some very good candidates from WINZ through 
the Mana in Mahi programme and there is a subsidy available for taking them on 
For the promotional video it was suggested we ask companies to send in promo videos for 
the industry and could also run a competition for photos at same time. Mark’s wife does 
voiceovers professionally. 
Action: Tim to find cameraman/Debbie newsletter  
 
Councils 
Need to chase up Russell for the info he was going to send from his work with Hawkes Bay 
Council. Iain explained that Ecan are currently working on the GIS database. The 3 Waters 
programme is due to be completed in 2023. 
 
Total Control 
Zane reported that Total Control are still out there and causing major problems for 
customers. Recently charged $180k for a water bore and have been threatening people. 
Although they are not members if they are bringing the industry into disrepute we should 
take some kind of action. The best way would be to inform the relevant councils (Bay of 
Plenty and Taranaki). Zane to contact the clients and get something in writing from them, 
and Rotorua Welldrilling who have also had problems with them. Then the Federation can 
proceed with the complaint procedure. 
Action: Zane to chase up 
 
Best practice guidelines 
Iain explained that there are best practice guidelines for CPT. It is not a standard but is 
CETANZ accredited. We could possibly establish these and fine tune them for each region so 
that they are in line with the consents. This would also need regional councils to agree with 
the process. Some councils don’t refer back to anything. They would also need to be not too 
descriptive or that would cause problems. It was suggested that the Australian licensing may 
have some basic wording that we could use as a starting point 
Action: Iain?? 
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Strat Planning 
Nothing has really been done on this since the initial meeting and brainstorming. Some time 
was spent looking at the Mission Statement with the final agreed as “To represent the 
industry with training and leadership” 
The next step is to finalise our vision by defining our current future objectives – could be to 
promote the industry 
We need to look at where we see ourselves in 5 years and then we can decide how we are 
going to get there. 
Iain has very recently been through this process within his company so he agreed to set up 
OneDrive with some statements for all councillors to look at and comment. We really need 
to set our goals before we can proceed. 
It was agreed that without a starting document it is very difficult to establish effective 
strategic planning and it is probably better to discuss at the beginning of the session when 
everyone is fresh rather than nearing the end of the day. 
Action: Iain to set up OneDrive with some statements as a starting point for all councillors 
to comment on so that we can proceed further with this 
 
 
 
Meeting closed 14.10pm 
Next meeting via Zoom date to be confirmed 
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